Learning by doing in pursuit of "real world" goals has receivedmuch attention from education researchers, but has been unevenly supported by mathematics education software at the elementary level, particularly as it involves arithmetic word problems. In this article, we give examples of doing-oriented tools that might promote children'sability to "see" significant abstract structures in mathematical situations. The reflection necessary for such seeing is motivated by activities and contexts that emphasize affective and social aspects. Natural language, as a representation already familiar to children, is key inthese activities, both as a means of mathematical expression and as a link between situations and various abstract representations. These tools support: children's"ownership" of a mathematical problem and its expression; remote sharing of problems and data; software interpretation of children'sown word problems; play with dynamically linked representations with attention to children'sprior connections; and systematic problem variation based on empirically determined levelof difficulty.
1
Learning By Seeing By Doing: Arithmetic Word Problems Should mathematics be taught through "doing"? And, giventhe resource of a computerbased learning environment, doing what? "Learning by doing" as promoted and realized by the Institute for the Learning Sciences (Schank, Fano, Bell & Jona, 1993 /1994 Schank & Cleary,1995 ) is a way of "becoming good at" some real-world task. While mathematics tools have not been a focus of these efforts, such tools have been created for students at higher mathematics levels. However, bythis time manyneg ative attitudes and habits have become established in students. Lack of self-esteem and other negative attitudes toward mathematics at secondary and college levels can generally be traced to early,arithmeticrelated learning experiences (NCTM, 1989 (NCTM, , 1991 .
How, then, might learning by doing be adapted, if at all, to promote the more abstract process of mathematical thinking at the early elementary educational level? A choice of learning approaches is of particular importance for the education of young children, who according to Case (1985) and others do not have the same developmental readiness to form connections as do older students.
In the "learning by doing" tools referred to above,users have a goal and, motivated by this goal and its real-world context, maketheir way through the problem by decisions and simulated experiences. While the integration of mathematics with those disciplines is important, particular care should be taken to promote the discovery of pertinent mathematical connections. Such connections are not forced in task domains in which the use of clues or partial mappings might falsely indicate understanding. Formathematical problems, it is the precise relationship of components to one another which supports a correct choice of mathematical operations, rather than anyif-then decisions based on past successes and failures, as in some other topic domains. Afocus on this analytic aspect involves "doing" at a different level, which results in seeing connections underlying a problem solution.
It should be noted that facility in real-world mathematical problem solving, while a goal of mathematics education, is too constrained a purpose; "problem solving" as a sole objective could be construed as neglecting the value of free exploration and allowance for the emergence of newperspectivesand questions. Staub and Stern (1997) indicate hownew constructs can be formed independently of real-world objects. Forexample, exploration within amental or sensory modality may be an attraction rather than an obstacle for some children. Arnheim (1969) , in arguing that quantities are not only to be counted and measured, but also have perceptual qualities to which children respond "with delight," notes the insufficiencyofwell-formed "real-world" problems in imparting a sense of number.H e promotes a kind of play with the perceptual properties of numbers through experience in domains which are commonly referred to as "abstract," such as music. He claims that the highly abstract patterns depicted in music can be made to interpret various "instances" of such patterns. Rauscher et al. (1997) and Graziano, Peterson, & Shaw(1999) empirically showed that piano training giventopre-school and second-grade children respectively improvedtheir performance in certain areas of mathematics. Graziano et al. makeapoint which relates strongly to the "seeing" we think is key tomathematical competence, namely that performing music or evenjust listening to familiar music involves "thinking ahead," and therefore, we could say,visualizing elements as parts of a whole, or at least of a larger structure. This kind of activity could be another way of developing "the student'sinternal formal representational systems, imagistic systems, and so forth," as called for by Goldin (1989) , which could then be applied to real-world situations. It is not our intention, then, that attention to real-world problem situations should compete with such activities.
In the field of elementary mathematics education, much of the current interest among researchers in "real-world" problem solving was originally triggered by observations in the previous decade that students (at all levels) "just can'tdoarithmetic (or other) word problems." The focus of interdisciplinary researchers turned to aspects of problem presentation, such as context, semantic structure, and wording (Riley&Greeno, 1988; Cummins, 1991; Davis-Dorsey, Ross, & Morrison, 1991; Staub & Reusser,1995; De Corte, Ve rschaffel, & DeWin, 1985; Burton, 1988 and others) . Such research has emphasized that understanding arithmetic word problems involves a complexinteraction of text comprehension and mathematical processes.
1 It has also become accepted relatively widely by researchers and educators that the real-world relevance or "situatedness" of a problem mediated linguistically is a factor in students' understanding of a mathematical structure underlying problem presentation (Kintsch, 1991; Barron & Kantor,1993; Verschaffel, De Corte & Borghart, 1997) . Linguistic factors play an important role in our illustrations of ways to improve children'sreal-world mathematical problem solving.
What are the general abilities to be promoted by such tools? Sternberg(1996) identifies analytic, creative and pragmatic competences. We takeanalytic/cognitive abilities here to correspond with "mathematical thinking," which can be factored in terms of two competences. One competence is the ability to abstract--to select features that are significant and ignore those that are not. The other is the "top-down" sense of structure demanded by a mathematical context, in which all relevant parts must be consistently related, i.e., "seen." This concept can be introduced at very elementary arithmetic stages, and provides the basis for a sense of "algorithm." The following section provides a closer look at what we mean by asense of structure and the ability to abstract. We then propose desirable characteristics of learning tools and give pertinent examples of "doing"-oriented interactive tools for mathematics education at the early elementary level.
MATHEMATICAL THINKING Str ucture
Mathematics is sometimes referred to as the "science of significant structure" (Janvier,1989; Kaput, 1989) . Tying all "significant" components together into a coherent meaning structure is a feature of mathematical thinking. Yo ung children yet unable to "see" such structures are often able to construct them implicitly by proceeding step by step, with or perhaps without manipulatives, if known quantities precede unknown quantities (Briars & Larkin, 1984) . Otherwise, a mathematical problem solver needs to retain one piece of the puzzle while processing another,rather than to consider isolated pieces. Anyinability or unwillingness to do this may persist into higher levels of mathematics. With respect to algebra problems, for example, Chaiklin (1989) notes the problems of students in relating variables. Students who lack previous reflective experience may be ill-prepared to undertakethe reflection--in the sense of the attention of the mind to its own inner operations (von Glasersfeld, 1989)--required for problem solving at subsequent stages or in other topic domains; the alltoo-common alternative ofstudents at all levels is the hasty application of rules without an understanding of the pertinent relations in the problem as a whole.
An expansion of children'sability to represent and manipulate concepts mathematically requires moving from procedural ("join this to that and see what you get") to conceptual (descriptive,declarative)understanding, i.e., a sense of structure as a "frozen" representation of procedure. This sense of structure depends on an understanding of relations rather than of sequential operations. H alford et al. (1997) , noting that part-whole relationships belong to the class of "ternary" relations, indicate that the attainment of these concepts is very difficult before age five. There is evidence (Riley&Greeno, 1988; Stern, 1993 ) that comparison problems, which are based on relational wording, are as a whole more difficult for children than other types of arithmetic word problems. As Arnheim (1969) states with respect to the concept of interaction, relations are not something which can be explained in explicit terms or constructed step by step. The understanding of relations can be supported by reflection on situations (Kilpatrick, 1985) . The implication for learning tools is to facilitate children's reflection on and exploration of whole structures and relationships in mathematically relevant contexts.
Abstraction
On the evolutionary scale, Bertrand Russell (1971) claimed that "It must have required many ages to discoverthat a brace of pheasants and a couple of days were both instances of the number 2: the degree of abstraction involved is far from easy." Abstraction underlies all representation processes to some degree. Quantitative mathematical problems, however, involve"objects" in the numeric domain. While a focus on mathematical aspects of word problems may suggest itself to older children, there is evidence that one must be habituated to attention to mathematical abstractions before this process becomes "natural" (Scribner, 1977) . Staub and Stern (1997) claim that despite children'sinferences about quantities, the ability to use numbers in a broad variety of situations does not easily occur apart from schooling. Connecting the meaning to the abstraction is presumably what Russell had in mind in noting the difficulty of understanding the equivalence between a brace of pheasants and a couple of days.
How, then, is a sense of abstraction gained? Ohlsson and Lehtinen (1997) have argued convincingly that abstraction must first be acquired before an object can be recognized as an instance of that abstraction, that "abstractions arise by constructive processes operating on existing abstractions, not by operations on concrete experiences" (p. 42), and that these existing abstractions arise from deep analysis of one situation.T his would seem to imply that learning by doing a number of nonmathematical concrete tasks may involveabstraction, butdoes not necessarily teach abstraction, since abstraction is necessary in (rather than achievedby) determining anysimilarity between nonidentical concepts or events.
Star ting with Natural Language
While children may arrive atabstraction in that theyrecognize twoinstances of a concept as anumeric object, theymay have more trouble with connecting such objects. The problem is to understand abstract concepts, typically numbers, in coherence with their context, i.e., the operations and (in)equalities which link them. Our working hypothesis is that while the processes of abstraction and structure formation taken separately may not be very difficult for young students, the conjunction of these tasks requires a concentration not fostered by passive learning. The concept of numbers and their relations to each other have tobethought of in their interconnection rather than serially.
2 Retaining both abstract concepts and structural components in focus is comparable to "seeing" abstract structures, as opposed to dealing with component concepts in isolation from each other.
The ability to conceptualize abstract structures is often critical to mathematical thinking at advanced levels. Leinhardt and Schwarz (1997) , in analyzing a higher-levellesson given by George Polya, note that "coherent coordination of symbolic and representational elements" based on representations already familiar to the student is an effective component of mathematical instruction. Kaput (1989) points out that various symbol systems are learned through the familiar system of natural language symbols. Arithmetic concepts such as parts, whole, collections, regroupings, etc. are embedded in natural language; reasoning with these concepts inherently involves arithmetic reasoning. As in natural language, mathematical representation is constrained by the necessary coherence of the resulting statement or structure. Aword problem solver must abstract the mathematical senses, embedded in the natural language, which relate them to each other in a mathematical structure in a way that makes sense in the (numeric) domain of the objects. Existential quantifiers (for example, 'fivechicks') are abstracted into objects ('5') linked by phrases ('left a group of eight') which must be understood in terms of mathematical operators rather than (only) in their natural language senses.
To illustrate mathematical language as an extension of literal natural language through abstraction: the verb 'to eject' entails the concept of separation, which can be extended to conceptually different types of objects, 3 including mathematical ones; to mathematically eject 3 may mean to subtract 3. The "separation" abstraction applies to both meanings. Prepositions as relational words are of particular interest. Forexample, the word 'of'asin 'part of'or'the rest of them' has a mathematical sense ('taken from') related to a literal natural language sense. 4 This abstracted mathematical sense of the relational word 'of' corresponds to the mathematical operation of subtraction in the context of numerically abstract object sets. 5 We suggest, then, that children are equipped to comprehend abstract quantities and to structure them in representations to a significant extent through their exposure to natural language. This structuring can be seen as a preliminary form of what Perkins (1997) calls "characterization" (of some kind of behavior or situation), with quantitative languages being aspecialized technique of characterization. Yo ung children'sefforts to "characterize" a situation as arithmetic may allowthem, at their own level, in Perkins' terms, to move from "generic" (in natural language) to "specialized" (in mathematical language) characterization, and perhaps back and forth. This ability could be supported by expression of a self-chosen problem situation in terms of natural language which implicitly embeds mathematical structure. Expression might also prepare for the pedagogical approach noted by Leinhardt and Schwarz (above) byinv olving the "deep analysis" (Ohlsson and Lehtinen, 1997; Resnick et al., 1991) conducive tothe acquisition of the correct mathematical abstraction, i.e., abstract structure. Conceivably,the structures thus acquired or reinforced could in later stages of education facilitate the links between higher-levelrelational structures found by Polya to be difficult for students. In addition, the process of expression itself could prepare children for the peer dialogue considered by Duschl (1990) as important in scientific discussions.
The ability to extend abstract structures to other mathematical situations needs attention, if children are to understand the "power of mathematics to represent manysituations" (NCTM, 1989)--to "see" the invariance of structure and isomorphism, the mathematical importance of which Barwise and Etchemendy (1991) and Hammer (1995) have pointed out with respect to diagrams. Staub and Stern (1997) claim that specific instruction is required for extension of mathematical understanding to takeplace. However, some "priming" for extension may result from children'sinitial abstractions, formed through problem expression, especially in varying topic domains. Such knowledge can also be extended, subject to the teacher'sassessment, with the aid of tools allowing translation between representations. Translation processes between symbol systems can be considered as a component of what it means to understand an idea (Lesh, Post, & Behr,1989) . Kaput (1989) and Janvier (1989) have noted that systematic attention to the use of symbols, namely translation processes, is needed. Learning tools should support these processes.
LEARNING TOOLS
Jones and Selby (1997), pointing to research in developmental psychology,argue for a close association between cognitive,social and affective emphasis in computer-based learning environments for children. Our learning-goal assumption is consistent with this claim. The learning tools described beloware also consistent with the design principles of Barron et al. (1998) in science learning, in that theyare intended to promote reflection and conceptual knowledge. Because our focus is at the elementary level, however, our designs do not explicitly incorporate "scaffolding" in the sense advocated by Barron et al., Pea (1992) and other researchers for higher-levelactivities. At the levelofearly elementary education, we emphasize strengthening children'sinitiative,propensity to reflect and other qualities in order to prepare them for optimal gain from those activities. However, the scaffold-related feature of supporting an individual levelofexpertise is implicit in the "solar system" tool described below.
While our focus on children'sconstruction of their own conceptual understanding generally accords with rationalist views of learning, our concern with real-world situations in asocial context reflects a pragmatic viewofthe design of the learning environment and curriculum. Affective aspects of pertinent tools, however, deserveparticular mention. As in anyeffective learning approach, motivation is important. Tw o interdependent ways in which motivation can be supported are through a balance of the familiar and the new, and through "ownership"ofthe situation, the latter of which is consistent with the "agency" stressed in Barron et al.'s design principles. Motivation can be inhibited in the absence of the familiar and in cases where children do not have the knowledge which instructors try to enrich through presentation of problems (Hiebert & Carpenter,1992) . The proposed activities make use of the symbol system already familiar to children, i.e., natural language. Consistent with mathematics education research which shows that informal group discourse about mathematics is an important step in increasing children'sc onceptual understanding (Cobb et al., 1991) , a growing number of classrooms are engaging in group discussion of mathematical problems. Ye tincertain respects this approach is incomplete by itself,since it may not help those who do not actively participate and who feel no ownership of the problem.
Ownership implies that problems should proceed from children'sconstructions (Verschaffel & De Corte, 1997) ; it is supported by children's"engaged participation," as described by Greeno, Collins and Resnick (1996) , through mathematical communication about problems and questions in which theyhav e invested personal interest and creativity. This approach (while not its implementation) is in line with that of Papert (1980) , who early on noted the connection between personal and mathematical knowledge and the importance of this connection for meaningful mathematical activity in a social context. This approach goes beyond eventhe better commercially available mathematics software.
6 While those products do provide entertaining ways of "learning by doing" math, the situations presented are not those that users are involved in outside of the game context. Theytherefore do not provide anynatural means of extension to other areas or motivation to ask questions which relate to users' own interests. Asense of ownership is missing. An exception to some of these criteria is provided by the Word Problem Processors (WPP) software (Pogrow1994), which enables children of fourth-grade leveland above tobecome actively involved by writing their own word problems with feedback from the WPP, presented as a "space creature." This automatic feedback, however, does not have the same value as interaction with a teacher and peers. "Math Blasters" (Knowledge Adventure) also contains a component which allows users to create their own math stories. Likeother software, however, itdoes not focus at all on the role of significant types of linguistic constructs, and is situated in game-playing and competition rather than in real-world problems.
As possible ways of applying the described criteria for early mathematics learning, we present some activities which can be categorized as: expression in natural language (conceptualization of an encountered problem situation and translation to verbal mode); sharing of these expressions; exploration / manipulation of objects and structures, with the resulting structures dynamically translated to equivalent representations; and extension of connections made through these activities to problems which differ along various dimensions.
Ar ithmetic Problem Solving Scenario
An outline of a classroom approach including some interactive learning environment tools follows.
(1) Teacher guided class activity:
Givenasituation (e.g., extreme weather,field trip, visit to World Wide Web sites, hatching chicks), the group talks about math-relevant aspects (e.g., howmuch temperatures dropped after the storm).
(2) Mathematical communication: Students write a "word problem," optionally constrained by teacher in the use of mathematically significant phrases, such as 'more than.'T heythen typically enter a cycle of consulting with the teacher and rewriting. Students share their written problems with students in the same or other classes and submit them to a world-wideweb server for remote sharing and follow-up Internet communication.
(3) Problem translation (howthe computer solves it) and exploration: a) Students "share" their problems with the interactive learning environment and see what the computer does with their (natural-language) problem assertions in various other representational modes, using dynamically linked representations. Students can change numeric aspects of the problem. The recipient of problems shared in (2) above can use the alternative representation tool as a HELP in solving the problem. AND/OR b) Students explore microworlds involving some other topic domain, using dynamically linked representations of actions (4) Problem variation: Through the software, students access problems which are semantically or mathematically related to their own.
In these activities, children engage their cognitive and affective resources through analyzing, creating and sharing: Students do analysis through their determination of conceptual relationships on the basis of a situation. The resulting sense of abstract structure can be reinforced through problem "translation" and extension of structures to other domains. Creativity is elicited by their own problem construction. The affective nature of the activities occurs naturally through the personal communication of created problems. An elaboration of such activities follows.
Te acher-Guided Class Activities
Real-world activities and problems have been extensively discussed in the literature on mathematics education. Activities relating to a child'sparticular interests outside of school are often a good starting point for mathematical questions. Within the classroom, the class, with the teacher,may look at a real-world problem and talk about it until some degree of understanding is involved, specifically the inherent relationships that exist in the situation.
An example of a productive situation is givenbyanextended classroom project of hatching chicks.
7 Children'sperception of quantitative aspects, such as the 21-day gestation period (howmanydays left before theyhatch?) or the number of chicks possessing certain traits (howmanymale and female yellowchicks altogether?) is accompanied by the excitement generated by the suspense of waiting for the chicks to emerge and the concern for their well-being. An example at a more advanced levelisgiv enbya4th/5th grade annual week-long coastal "environmental camp" which is held yearly in some school systems. Participating students record various kinds of data and keep journals of their experiences. Data can be plotted and used to spawn problems based on mathematical relationships. While not all observations turn out to be interesting, it is also the case that expected or unexpected and perhaps unusual results can motivate children to communicate these to others. A"guess what!" result of field exploration lends itself well to a problem constructed to require the answer,"We found 6 more crabs...." Through integration into other scientific and social activities, this kind of mathematical activity not only includes affective features and the focused reflection conducive to mathematical learning, but also stresses active participation, which could prepare children well for certain higher-levelactivities which are becoming more widespread. An example of such an activity is an existing project consisting of a week-long barge trip down a riverto note environmental situations, problems and data.
8 At this level, the data-based problems to be shared are more likely to takethe form of questions for the purpose of eliciting support in researching an answer. 7 We thank teacher Ursula Crews for sharing her experience with such a project. 8 We thank Andree Tiberghien and Michael Baker for information on this project in Lyon, France. have noted that it is too simplistic to place word problems on a continuum between ideas and real situations; "a word problem may involveunderstandings that its real analogue does not, and vv." That is, an ability to solve either one does not imply an ability to solvethe other.T he process of writing one's own word problems, however, links situations with word problems through expressed (and therefore reflected upon) understanding of the arithmetic operations underlying a problem. This suggests, consistent with the viewofsome education researchers working in different but related areas, that expression and correct verbalizations (Mason, 1989; Resnick & Omanson, 1987) are critical learning tools. Written expression of problems and their sharing can takediscourse about mathematics and the formulation of questions to another level.
Mathematical Communication
Our scenario involves children being asked to create coherent word problems, using their own livesorclassroom experiences, and has several advantages: It precludes the false sense of understanding which may be conveyed by attempts to translate given word problems into mathematical language (Hall, Kibler,W enger and Truxaw, 1989) , as well as the pitfall of "doing for the sakeofdoing" without reflection on the relation of the activity to the targeted conceptual knowledge (Barron et al., 1998) ; it forces them to abstract from unstructured reality and to structure the situation in some way which is natural to them; and it may help to counter students' beliefs that doing mathematics means following rules (Brown et al., 1988) or that mathematics must be difficult (Kouba & McDonald, 1987 , as referred to by McLeod, 1992) . More generally,wehypothesize a learning process which might be considered (in the sense of Falmagne, 1995) "functionally interdependent" or "dialectically related": abstract structures of natural language, already learned, are exercised in expressing a variety of concrete situations, which in turn are conducive tothe emergence of (abstract) mathematical structures. This is also "knowledge as originating in activity," as expressed by Connell (1998) in the context of a constructivist philosophy. Inreferring to an observation by Ceci and McNellis (1987) , Connell points out that the learner,rather than look at representations of a "finished set of mental activities," must "labor through the muck and goo of the experience itself until a personally meaningful representation is found."
That competence in mathematical expression is currently not what it could be in older children is suggested by one aspect of a study by Gerber,Shuell, and Harlos (1998) . In this experiment, 8th-grade students used the Internet to obtain data to formulate mathematical problems. The results indicated that the students lacked focus in approaching this task and needed much assistance in creating mathematical questions or problems and making sense of the data. The teacher who supervised this task related this to the fact that previous classroom experience had focused on pre-packaged problems rather than on the skills needed, for example, to see through manipulations of statistical data in the press. The simple type of problem creation for young children we are proposing would provide the kind of preparation which would makereal-world mathematical activities feasible, including those targeted by Gerber et al.
eXpress Math. eXpress Math is a software tool supporting mathematical writing, typically about scientific topics. This tool is conceptually simple, as it is intended only as a support for the relatively complexcognitive processes demanded of the students in their analytic and creative efforts. Because of the effort required, motivation supplied by affective aspects of the interaction is very important; these aspects include the opportunity for students to switch roles with the teacher in presenting their own problems to others. Also, in addition to being interdisciplinary,asrecommended by the NCTM guidelines, eXpress Math is social in nature--designed for children'scommunication about themselves and their experiences.
Forexample, givenaclassroom project (such as chick-raising, above), students prepare alist of topic words (e.g., 'eggs') and a list of mathematical words or phrases (e.g., 'more than'), in addition to those the teacher may select to facilitate students' use of these expressions. Students then write a word problem on the topic, including the topic-and mathematical words, a hint for its solution in case of need, and a note on howtosolvethe problem. After students meet with the teacher and possibly with other students and most likely do some rewriting, eXpress Math can to used to enter and save author information, topic and math words (menus provided), the word problem, the clue and the solution. Writing is thereby used to facilitate ownership of mathematical language. Anecessary side effect of this write-rewrite cycle is to present the computer with something intelligible and spelled correctly.T his linguistic conceptualization, especially the expression of relations within the problem, is consistent with the "mathematical writing" approach advocated by Winograd & Higgins (1995) and represents a "role reversal" with respect to the traditional situation in which the teacher givesthe student a word problem to solve.
Teachers play an important role in the process of students' construction of word problems with this tool. Forexample, the inventive aspect of problem authoring receives math-linguistic focus through the option of teacher-selected constraints, such as the specification of particular relational words or phrases, which challenge students to expand their understanding and expression of mathematical connections between components of the problem situation. Teachers may encourage students to develop two-step word problems, and are closely involved with children'srewriting processes, countering children'sperception that only those who are "not very smart" consult with the teacher.
Ve rsion 2.0 of eXpress Math for the MacOS has been used by 3d-and 5th-grade teachers in Quincy, Massachusetts to makemath books. 9 Examples of qualitative feedback include comments that: some students took the initiative increating two-step problems, i.e., in exercising the ability to use an intermediate result; it did not seem as if students were working with a computer in the sense of being "led" by it; it movesmathematics from seeking a product to a process; there is more metacognition going on; one can feel the childrens' minds going into linguistic mode; it fosters interactivity--not the kind of interactivity we normally associate with computers, that is, between user and machine, but interactivity in the sense of a deeper dialog between student and teacher.
WebPals.A fter creating their problems, students can share them "horizontally" with peers in the same grade and "vertically" with grades beloworabove,and makethem available on the World Wide Web.T ogether with problem creation, sharing, along with its social aspect, has the advantage of being both circumscribed and open-ended, since individual created problems are well-defined while the sharing can furnish enrichment of conceptual perspectivesinunpredicted and varied ways. Problem sharing offers children the opportunity to compare similarities and differences between their problems, thus furthering their sense of howproblem parts in general relate to the whole picture. Different perspectivesfrom recipients of the shared problem can also support children'sfurther understanding of conceptual knowledge and relationships.
The sharing of such problems beyond the classroom has been prototyped (in Java)as WebPals (Breslau, Weber-Russell & LeBlanc, 1997) . 10 The purpose of such a tool is to encourage mathematical communication through an interface to the Internet. Students can use WebPals by composing problems and personal information with the aid of eXpress Math and having their teachers submit them to the WebPals database. Students throughout the world could then try to solvethese problems and communicate their solutions, questions, counter-problems and other comments to the authors of the problems via a school "e-(mail) bin." In order to viewand solveproblems submitted by others overthe Internet, students can select schools from a map or list. Theycan thus find the geographical relation of selected schools to their own or to locations of distant friends and relatives, and can viewproblems created by those schools. Theycould also run a search of authors or problems in the database, or select problems from all schools on the basis of their levelofdifficulty.
11 For example, the user could search for all problems containing 'more than' and 'altogether' for grades lower than five.
Aschool information page for a particular school may display quantitative and qualitative information that classes have gathered about their school (e.g., size, number of classes) and town (e.g., population, political representatives). Access to quantitative school and community data supplied by the class originating the problem could be complemented (for more advanced students) by access to Web resources to aid problem solution as well as creation.
Numbers on school/community information pages or in a receivedword problem may trigger notoriously difficult comparison problems. Responses to a word problem involving comparisons with the recipient'sown situation could encourage further reflection on both sides. For instance, a student in Houston could write a problem comparing the population of Houston to that of Boston in response to a problem submitted by a class in Boston. Students who want to solvethis problem would be required to seek out the values of each of these populations as well as determine the required mathematical operation. The result of such problem sharing and response is "e-pal" (pen-pal-like) mathematical communication between students in different locations and cultures. It is intended that building on a problem situation through such feedback cycles further enrich the understanding gained from simple creation of the problem, promoting what Hiebert and Carpenter (1992) call "productive inv entions."
10 Later expanded as eXpress Math Web 11 see LeBlanc and Weber-Russell (1996) for criteria of difficulty,including empirical evidence (Cummins, 1991; Davis-Dorseyetal., 1991; De Corte et al., 1985; Stern, 1993; Staub & Reusser,1995; Hegarty,Mayer,&Green, 1992; Verschaffel, De Corte, & Pauwels, 1992) .
Relative tothe features of eXpress Math,the affective and social aspects of WebPals derive from exchange of interesting knowledge and research with remote locations. Real-life correspondence, in which attitudes and interests may accompanymathematical material, is combined with advantageous features similar to those of "game-making," as proposed by Kafai and Ching (1996) for the teaching of fractions. The gain in facility of mathematical expression as well as the experience in sharing could be of additional potential use by students in different locations collaborating on a project, such as modeling a community with attention to distances, sizes, etc. Creating problems and exploring them with children who are at other mathematical levels and have different cultures and resources may also facilitate moving to a higher mathematical levelwhen interest in the current levelruns out (a problem encountered by Kafai and Ching) . Exploration of self-created problems also prevents the inflexibility,noted by Hiebert and Carpenter (1992) , of some children in clinging to procedures which theythink are expected of them, as might occur in a givenlesson.
These mathematical expression tools are not sophisticated from a computational perspective.W ith the aid of teachers, theysimply support children in their own reflections on the world, their own attempts to organize it, and their motivations to create and to write. In contrast to a "smart" instructor,theyencourage activity rather than passivity.A long with other means of arithmetic education which use real-world situations as initial problem settings, this approach avoids the criticism (e.g., by Fuson, 1992 ) of classroom practices--with or without computers--which treat word problems as teacher-presented applications of taught arithmetic procedures, and which fail to include extraneous information, two-step problems, or discursive exploration of a problem situation in depth.
An important potential side-effect of using the computer to support activities in various disciplines in this way is indicated by a recent study of female attitudes to the "computer culture" by the American Association of University Women'sEducational Foundation Commission on Technology,Gender and Teacher Education. As presented by Wheeldon (2001) , this report implies that girls' putative lack of interest in information technology might be reversed if such technology were used "across the curriculum" in service of girls' "'first love,' beitmusic, maths, design or English." From a different perspective inajournal editorial, Reeves(1997) refers to Oppenheimer (1997) as claiming that "computers threaten to diminish the reading, writing, and self-expression skills of students while at the same time crushing their imaginations and stunting their socialization." Leaving aside the question of whether this is true or partially true, we can say that the above tools not only do not takeover these roles for students; theyoffer students a way of engaging in them.
Cross-Modal Exploration
Strengthening prior connections. Students' attempts to create word problems may reveal the need for reinforcement so that mathematical structures which have been intuited become easily visualized and extensible. Some education researchers point to the value of a variety of representations: Wertsch and Toma (1995) have referred to engagement with nonverbal problem representations as altering the nature of the task; Cox (1996) suggests that some students may enrich their understanding through exposure to additional representations of a problem. Resnick and Omanson (1987) suggest that a consideration of what makes mappings between different representations (such as blocks and numbers) possible, i.e., what the representations have incommon, fosters abstraction to quantity.A sreflected in much of the higher-levelmathematics education software, the understanding of mappings between representations--and the concepts of invariance and isomorphism--can be supported when structures with common components are considered together.K aput (1992) notes the advantage of computer representations overphysical manipulatives, in referring to data from Thompson (1992) which showed a better understanding (by average and above-average students) of mathematical features when objects were presented in a computer microworld which constrained actions. Kaput claims that the "constraint-support structure" of a computer-based microworld helps students to overcome the cognitive load of translation between the notation systems. Hiebert and Carpenter (1992) , Kaput (1992) and Ohlsson and Lehtinen (1997) indicate the importance of students' establishment of prior connections before exploring such connections through computer generation; previous experience may motivate the student to makepredictions, a condition which (Kaput observes) may enhance a translation activity. Without such prior experience, multi-representational software may retain weaknesses: Observation in alternate modes may be construed as a passive task and by itself may not be fruitful (Ainsworth, Wood, & Bibby,1996; Brna, Cox, and Good, 1996) ; the student might be dealing only with different notational systems, and in isolation from a real source, students' knowledge may become compartmentalized (Kaput, 1992) .
Introducing multirepresentational tools in sequence with problem creation would address these concerns. The reflection required for problem creation can provide motivation for observing howinteractive graphics tools express relationships pertaining to their problem; similarities to and differences from the child'sown internal representations become more meaningful. Hiebert and Carpenter (1992) point out that observations of this type can lead to children'sconstruction of relationships between arithmetic procedures. In a sense, the child has written a script for a play and is intent on seeing howitwill be interpreted. (Cf. Brahms' alleged observation on a performance of his composition: "So it can be played that way too.") One past effort to use multiple representations (though not automatically linked) is the computer learning environments (WoPST,WORDMATH)ofLooi and Tan (1996) for 9-to 12-year-old students. In this environment, students drawblocks to model, e.g., proportions referred to in word problems. The informal evaluations of these researchers showed that students were generally positive about using that option in conjunction with other learning methods including coaching and practice. Foryounger students, we believe that the multirepresentational aspect of this approach could be made more fruitful by retaining some relation to problems the children have created and reflected on, and by including play with dynamically linked representations including natural language.
Dynamic links. We see exploration with dynamic alternative representations as a means of reinforcing and decontextualizing what young students have internalized by "translating" from a situation to internal concepts to words. With a dynamic multirepresentational tool, students can create and transfer objects and see the resulting structures quasi-simultaneously translated, both "vertically" to increasingly abstract symbols and "horizontally" to other modes, including that of natural language. The initiation of dynamic links between representations by students who have already created verbal phrases for that situation parallels the use of multiple representations at a more advanced level, as in the vivid "doing-to-see" experiments of Shama and Layman (1997) , where students' walking was reflected in a computer graph.
Ve rtically dynamic links can be thought of as contributing to a very simple form of "overlaid notation system," which Kaput (1992) points to as an instance of "representational plasticity." At the elementary levelwhich is our focus, this representation may start with pictorial object sets--e.g., 5 worms are represented by 5 worm-icons possibly designed by the child. These icons (and/or a sequence of sounds 12 )can change successively to 5 dots to the appropriate number lines (shown by Lewis, 1989 and Okamoto, 1992 to be useful for improving children'sability to solvecomparison problems) to the number 5. Givenan intuitive understanding through problem creation, this sequence can provide a bridge between (pictures of) objects and conceptually grounded mathematical symbols (Dummett, 1983) . A higher-order kind of abstraction is involved when attributes are viewed as objects, which then enter into conceptual/mathematical operations as quantities. Forexample, in 'the fish weighs 5pounds,'the number '5' enumerates units of an attribute (weight) of the mathematically insignificant object ('fish'), requiring an attribute icon which can then enter into the dynamicconversion process.
Horizontally dynamic links are potentially more interesting, as theyallowmoves between different modalities and are perhaps better able to convey how mathematics can represent manysituations. There is a variety of spatial modes, some of which have been used in tools and tutoring systems at higher mathematical levels (Thompson, 1988) . In our design, sentences or phrases can be dynamically linked to the above vertically linked spatial modes. Of importance is the representation of relations between object sets, which can often be represented graphically by actions, e.g., movement in the direction of greater magnitude on a number line when the phrase 'has...more than' is encountered, or dragging awayasubset of icons when 'the rest of'isencountered.
13
The aim of this type of software is to allowthe student to 1) manipulate symbolic statements of that language and viewtheir verbal forms and 2) "see" verbal statements in terms of structures in other modalities. Both exploit a hypothesized inclination of young children to do in the sense of manipulating and working procedurally (Briars & Larkin, 1984) in order to enable them to see significant structure. Asimple prototype of the dynamic linkage for comparison problems (LeBlanc & Lapadula, 1991) has been created which implements, for a "canned" problem, only the linkage between sentences and icons (change the iconic representation and the sentence changes accordingly).
This kind of tool could ground children in seeing various similarities and differences across modes and problems, a capability important at higher level. For example, the simple action of transferring a number of Sara'strading-card icons to Jason and seeing the 12 At a higher level, a tempo for sounds might be linked to fractions and proportion. 13 The parsing capability required for this task has been implemented and described in LeBlanc and Weber-Russell (1996) and Burns (1993). corresponding change in verbal form could prepare for the linking of settings (described by Schwarz & Dreyfus, 1995) found to be fruitful at a more advanced level: each transaction, for agiv entotal number of trading-cards, is potentially an entry in a table,and the history of the students' own actions could lead to the intuition that the order within the table is irrelevant. This understanding could later be used in graph point plotting and in the consideration of linearity.T he dynamic nature of such a tool may also prepare students for the ability to use a nonnumeric symbol to represent a variable quantity and to understand numeric variation relative tocontext--in other words, to gain a "sense of variable." For instance, the constant nature of the nonnumeric part of the verbal representation as the student manipulates icons or numbers to give 'Sara has 5, 6, etc. trading cards' may prepare for 'Sara has x trading cards.'
This tool needs extension--for example, through provision of appropriate graphic backgrounds. Wehav e,howev er, prototyped a more sophisticated microworld linking language with iconic-pictorial representations, independent of children'sown word problems. The topic domain is that of a partial model of our solar system, i.e., the sun plus inner planets, with approximately correct relative relationships of the orbits. The use of a scientific theme is intended to encourage children to explore the domain with more than an interest in qualitative facts about the domain; to impart a sense of "model"; and to evoke more precise and more complexquestions about the physical phenomena, quantities and relationships.
This tool accommodates four levels of expertise. Children can drag planet-icons into self-chosen orbits, activating a language link (corresponding verbal statement appears) and vice-versa (language to icon-action) for a higher levelofexpertise. Language variation corresponds both in vocabulary and, more significantly,insyntax and underlying concepts, to the levelofexpertise. For example, the following statements express concepts of order and rank in putative increasing order of difficulty:
Mars' orbit is the fourth orbit from the sun. Mars' orbit is farther from the sun than Venus' orbit. Ve nus' orbit is closer to the sun than Mars' orbit. Earth'sand Mars' orbits are consecutive. Mars' orbit is three orbits farther from the sun than Mercury'sorbit. Mercury'sorbit is three orbits closer to the sun than Mars' orbit. If the sun is a starting point, Venus' orbit precedes Mars' orbit by two.
The levelofexpertise also determines whether,e.g., the child a) must place the planet in or near the correct orbit vs. b) may place the planet anywhere in the picture, with the system putting it into the correct place. By constructing the various relationships within the model and noting alternative symbolic representations, children "see" representations of the results of their operations.
Problem Var iations
Another kind of followup to problem expression consists of individualized problem sequencing with teacher monitoring of students' performance. This can be provided by systematic word problem variation according to fine-grained differences in difficulty . Numbers can of course be varied, but this is a uninteresting variation, if other problem aspects are held constant. Problem variation which is systematic in that it is constrained by certain linguistic and structural differences from the original problem, on the other hand, can reveal the abstraction which unifies the problems mathematically.E ither the teacher or software could supply problems indexedinthe eXpress Math database as incrementally more or less difficult than the problem at hand, perhaps supplemented by additional types of problems submitted by the teacher.M oving through such a network of problems, depending on previous success, may help to prevent what Hiebert and Carpenter (1992) refer to as overconstraint of children'sinternal representation of addition and subtraction. The following examples represent some nonnumeric ways in which problems can be analogous, i.e., differ with respect to some criterion but maintain some structural resemblance. Extraneous information which would enrich the problem situation is omitted here for the purpose of easier comparison of problems. Students who traverse parts of such a network may see abstractions emerge which support mathematical thinking transferable to other situations. The problem variation component also addresses Barron et al.'s (1998) stress on teachers' assessment opportunities. Giventhat problems are indexedbydifficulty in the problem network, students' solution history can be recorded by the software and made available to teachers. When considered together with individual work with the student on problem writing, a record of the type of problems a child can solvecan give the teacher an individualized dual perspective onthe child'sunderstanding.
In conclusion, the described "doing"-oriented learning activities, based on problem ownership and children'sknowledge of natural language, are examples of the kinds of tools we think can aid the "doer" in "seeing" abstract structure. The expectation is that tools of this nature, such as problem creation, with its affective and social aspects, as well as problem variation and multi-representational tools designed to extend mathematical understanding, will support the educational effort to improve the mathematical competence and attitudes of children regardless of social background or gender.
